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Abstract

Habitat structure is important to consider in all ecological studies considering the relationships between animals
environment. Habitat structure can be studied at different scales, from landscape to microhabitat. I studied here the re
two endemic terrestrial birds living in the dry forest of Madagascar. These birds belong to the genusCoua. The study is made
at the microhabitat scale in a gallery forest, which has been logged selectively in order to limit the degradation of th
Selective logging is promoted to be respectful of the environment by allowing us to exploit the forest without destroyin
the wildlife encountered here. At the microhabitat scale, I underline that selective logging does not affect the Coquere
which can exploit new microhabitats and increase its density. On the other hand, the giant coua was affected by the
of optimal microhabitats for foraging. This species could be adapted to the new habitat by modifying its favourite f
sites, but by decreasing also the population density. This species was affected by forest degradation, even conside
destroying. At last, I considered how Coquerel’s coua could be used as umbrella species for the endangered mesite.To cite this
article: P. Chouteau, C. R. Biologies 327 (2004).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

La structure de l’habitat est importante à prendre en considération dans toutes études écologiques basées sur la
animaux avec leur environnement. Cet habitat peut être étudié à différentes échelles.Je me propose d’étudier ici la sensibilité
la dégradation forestière de deux espèces de Cuculidés terrestres endémiques de la forêt sèche de Madagascar,Coua coquereli
et Coua gigas. L’étude se fait à l’échelle du microhabitat, dans une station de forêt galerie située le long de la rivière Kir
qui a été exploitée de façon sélective pour le bois il y a près de vingt ans. Dans un premier temps, je compare la zone
intacte et la zone forestière dégradée par l’exploitation sélective. Ce mode d’exploitation est censé être respectueux
en ne détruisant pas de grandes surfaces du milieu. Je mets en évidence, au moins à une échelle spatiale assez grande (de l
de plusieurs mètres) et pour les variables que j’ai utilisées, le fait que les effets de la dégradation ne soient plus très visibles.
En revanche, à une échelle spatiale un peu plus fine (de l’ordre du mètre), les effets se manifestent encore, en partic
qui concerne la densité de végétation buissonnante et de lianes autour des sites mesurés, qui sont plus abondantes dans la
dégradée. La structure de la litière est aussi modifiée, la taille des feuilles qui s’y trouvent semblant indiquer une modifi
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la flore et de la végétation. À l’échelle des microhabitats utilisés pour la recherche denourriture, je démontre que la dégradati
forestière n’affecte pas significativement le coua de Coquerel, qui s’adapte à la structure du milieu dégradé. En milieu intac
les microhabitats optimaux recherchés par cette espèce sont ceux avec une canopée ouverte et une grande densité
autour des sites de nourriture, assurant peut-être à la fois une protection contre les prédateurs et une disponibilité en nourriture
plus grande. Ces sites sont rares en forêt intacte, et le coua de Coquerel serait restreint à ces sites favorables. La
forestière augmente la disponibilité de cessites optimaux, ce qui profite au coua de Coquerel. Cela se traduit entre autre p
une augmentation de ses populations en forêt galerie dégradée. Les caractéristiques écologiques de cette espèc
semblables à celle de la mésite, un oiseau rare et menacé de la forêt sèche de Madagascar. La possibilité d’utilis
comme espèce parapluie est discutée. En revanche, le coua géant est beaucoup plus affecté par la dégradation, q
disponibilité en microhabitatsoptimaux pour la capture de nourriture. Ces microhabitats optimaux sont ceux qui présent
une canopée forestière haute et fermée, et peu de végétation buissonnante autour, sans doute à cause de la grande taille de c
espèce. Après dégradation, le coua géant s’adapte à de nouveaux microhabitats pour se nourrir, sans doute à cause d
de nouvelles proies à exploiter, mais ces microhabitats sont exploités de façon hypersélective. Cette espèce pourrai
affectée par une exploitation forestière, même rationnelle, telle que l’exploitation sélective menée à Kirindy, considéré
respectueuse de l’environnement dans un milieu très contraignant, tel que la forêt sèche.Cela se traduit, en particulier, par un
légère diminution des populations de cette espèce, la taille des territoires de chaque individuaugmentant pour compenser
diminution des sites optimaux de prise de nourriture.Pour citer cet article : P. Chouteau, C. R. Biologies 327 (2004).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Madagascar is one of the most important count
for biodiversity conservation[1]. This country hosts a
great diversity of habitats, and the tropical dry fore
which lies on the western coast of this island, is o
of the most threatened forest types of the world[2–4].
The remaining primary vegetation of the dry forest
Madagascar is estimated at 18 900 km2, from which
only 4167 km2 (22.1%) are protected[5].

The western dry forest in Madagascar is mai
cleared for agriculture[6], but logging contributes als
to the degradation of this ecosystem[7,8]. These prac-
tices modify vegetation structure, thereby affect
also microclimate, food resources and foraging opp
tunities of the animals, especially understorey ins
tivorous forest birds, which are often considered
sensible to forest disturbance[9–17]. Habitat structure
will determine the abundance and distribution of pre
for this guild [18,19] and food resources will be th
main primary determinant of habitat selection for t
insectivorous birds[20,21].

Although there is a strong correlation between b
distribution and vegetation structure[20], the mech-
anisms and criteria used by a bird to select hab
are little known[22]. Description of habitat structur
is scale dependent, and there is a hierarchy of
tial scales at which birds can respond[22,23]. The
appropriate scale depends on the goal of the st
To determine how the individuals select their fora
ing sites and to which aspects of habitat structure t
respond, a small-scale (or microhabitat scale) st
design is required[21,24]. One can derive informatio
about these processes by comparing the microh
tat sites used by a species in two habitats differ
by their structure[19]. Human alteration modifies th
habitat structure and has an impact on foraging be
iour and habitat selection. Comparison made in
disturbed and in one undisturbed habitat allows
derstanding if and how habitat alteration affects a b
species[21].

It is necessary to understand the actual dete
nants of the microhabitat use, because they can
important applications in conservation biology, if t
aim is to assess the consequences of different typ
land management and maintain (or maximise) with
habitat diversity. The distribution and abundance o
species can then be described by the availability
its favourite microhabitats[25], and the population
can be managed more efficiently if we know whi
microhabitat variables are the most important for t
species[26].
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This paper exposes an analysis of microhabitat
by two insectivorous, terrestrial couas species. Th
birds are endemic from the dry forest in Madagas
The aim was to study how the effects of selective l
ging modified the use of the microhabitat variab
into the gallery forest, which lies near the rivers
the ponds. By comparing selection of microhab
variables in relatively undisturbed and disturbed ha
tats, I tried to learn which aspects of the vegetat
structure are important for the couas, and how d
turbance regimes may affecttheir habitat selection a
small scale.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Study site

All the observations were performed during t
rainy season in 1999 in the concession of the ‘C
tre de formation professionnelle en foresterie’ (CFP
of Morondava, Madagascar (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Map of Madagascar showing the situation of the CFPF wh
the field study was performed.
This station was locatedin the Menabe region
60 km north of Morondava, in the Kirindy fores
Rainfall varied from 300 to 1400 mm per year, wi
a mean of 800 mm[27]. The rainy season extend
from January to March. Temperature variability m
be very large: mean daily maximum are around 36◦C
and the minimum around 19◦C [28]. The Kirindy
River crosses the station, and influenced the veg
tion structure[29,30]. The gallery forest near the rive
was tallest, with more evergreen trees, and reach
25-m height. The forest far from the river tended
be a more deciduous dry forest, with a lower cano
and a denser understorey. To the west, the fores
came gradually lower and more open, as the bus
the southwestern Madagascar[31].

This forest was logged from 1978 to 1991[32].
Logging was selective, with logging of tree with
diameter> 37 cm, and less than 10 m3/ha were ex-
tracted [33]. In addition, the CFPF provided a lo
of attention to restore the forest after exploitati
[6,34–37].

The station was originally covered by an und
turbed deciduous forest, but this forest has been m
ified mainly by logging, which led to a vegetation in
mosaic of patches of different degrees of disturban
Vegetation had thus to be considered as a mosa
logged/unlogged forests (Fig. 2).

2.2. Type of disturbance

Selective logging occurred in Kirindy and it ha
been shown to have an effect on forest structure[7].
Behaviour of animals in this forest was also affec
[7,38], particularly forest birds[39,40].

The main and most common effect of logging
the vegetation structure was an increase of the
derstorey vegetation density, a lower and more o
canopy[39], but natural variation (e.g., distance fro
a river) could also modify the vegetation structu
and alter the number and quality of the microhabit
[7,38].

Measures were performed into the gallery fore
each time in well-defined habitat, by using position
the logged parcels provided by the CFPF[32]. In addi-
tion, I searched on the field for indications of loggi
to confirm the habitat identification (logged/unlogge
of the studied sites.
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cated
Fig. 2. Map of the Kirindy forest (CFPF forest concession). The different forest plots were indicated by letters. The field station was lo
near the “piste Conoco”. See text for the state (logged or unlogged) of the different forest plots.
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I tried to study the logging effects by working
the parcel CS7 (the gallery forest parcel close to
camp and left unlogged according to the CFPF
nual reports), and the contiguous one CS6, logge
1980 (Fig. 2). Closeness of the two parcels enhan
the probability of similar vegetation structure, whi
could be compared as before-and-after control. At
sight, parcel CS6 did not appear logged, because v
tation structure was very similar to the unlogged C
However, I found in this parcel some evidence of lo
ging (e.g., stumps). Understorey vegetation struc
of the parcel CS5 (logged in 1978) appeared at
sight more disturbed than the parcel CS7, and it w
tempting to use this parcel in the study, in order to h
extremes of the continuum from unlogged to logg
gallery forest, but the distance between CS5 and C
prevented from using them as before-and-after con

2.3. Species

The couas are bird species endemic to Madaga
Their diet is mainly based on arthropods, but fru
are also recorded[41]. Evolutive radiation among
this long isolated taxonomic group has facilitated
diversification and coexistence among these sim
species[42]. I studied the two species of terrestr
couas species living in kirindy: the Coquerel’s co
(Coua coquereli) and the giant coua (Coua gigas).
-

.

These birds are medium-size, but the giant cou
twice as long as Coquerel’s coua[41]. The giant coua
appeared more abundant in the gallery forest w
high, closed canopy. The Coquerel’s coua was m
common in the logged gallery forest than in the u
logged gallery forest, and was also present in the b
where the giant coua was absent[43].

2.4. Microhabitat variables

I measured some microhabitat variables adap
from Ganzhorn et al.[7] and Hawkins[44], at the
feeding sites of each coua species in the two p
studied. I realised the measures during the rainy
son in 1998 and 1999. These variables were chose
that they reflect the habitat features and to be easi
measured. They described the immediate environm
of any feeding site[45] and they are summarized
Annexe A. Microhabitats were centred on sites whe
preys were captured on the ground. I used only s
where I observed the birds foraging successfully.

For each coua species, I measured microha
variables in 50 feeding sites in the gallery forest (
in logged and 25 in unlogged forest). For each feed
site, I measured also the same variables in a con
site, randomly chosen, at 30 m from the feeding sit

Stems were distributed into two classification
stems under or above 1-m height (referred to as ‘dis
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bution of the stems’); and dead or live stems (refer
as ‘nature of the stems’).

I subdivided the microhabitat variables used in
study into ‘broad-scale’ (including tree size, tree dis
persion and canopy characteristics), and ‘fine-sc
variables (including other variables). Broad scale w
similar to that often used to describe avian ha
tats. These two scales could be considered toge
as microhabitat scale, but this classification allow
analysing the foraging sites in a hierarchically nes
scale, as defined by VanderWerf[21].

To improve the precision of my measurements
made some preliminary observations until I felt p
ficient. I made all the observations myself in order
avoid inter-observer variation.

2.5. Analysis

In a first step, I compared an undisturbed area
a disturbed one of the gallery forest, to analyse h
logging modified microhabitat availability. Because
the possible selectivity of the couas for foraging sit
measurements can include data not exclusively r
vant to the management studied. This is the rea
why, to study microhabitat structure between hab
and within habitat, I did not incorporate in my pool
data microhabitat measurements of sites used by
couas. I preferred to keep to the data obtained on
the control sites randomly chosen to compare veg
tion between habitats.

In a second step, I compared used sites and co
sites in the two plots (logged and unlogged) of gall
forest, for each coua species, to determine which v
ables the couas may use as structure criteria.

In a third step, I compared the sites used by e
coua species in logged and unlogged habitats to
termine if the couas altered their selection criteria
disturbed habitat and if they might be limited by lo
ging.

I used two non-parametric tests: a Kruskal–Wa
test and a ranked multiple analysis of variance ANO
(also called Kruskal–Wallis analysis of rank) wh
several of the variables were related[46]. I used non-
parametric tests, because of the little numbers of m
sures realised in the different habitats, and becau
preliminary analysis of their distribution showed th
were not normally distributed, and hence did not all
using parametric tests. However, I indicated the s
dard deviation to indicate the range of variation of
obtained values.

3. Results

3.1. Effects of the environmental variables on the
microhabitat structure

Logging modified the microhabitat structure. Sev
variables differed significantly between disturbed a
undisturbed gallery forest (Table 1). At broad scale
logging had no effect on tree size and dispersion,
canopy cover was greater in the unlogged forest (Ta-
ble 1). At fine scale, logging increased the number
live stems and the number of stems under 1-m he
(MANOVA, overall F2,47 = 3.41,P < 0.05 for nature
of the stems;F2,47 = 2.81, P < 0.05 for the distrib-
ution of the stems). More lianas were encountere
the logged forest plot. Litter structure was also mo
fied. Proportion of bare soil and quantity of stems
the ground were more important in the logged fore
Proportion of small dead leaves (< 5 cm) was more
important on the ground in the unlogged habitat,
more medium-sized and big dead leaves were fo
on the litter of the logged forest.

3.2. Microhabitat variables used by the different
coua species

In the unlogged gallery forest, the Coquerel’s co
foraged more often in the microhabitats with grea
overstorey tree size and smaller overstorey tree dis
sion than control sites (Table 2, see alsoTable 1and
Fig. 3). In addition, canopy cover and canopy heig
of the foraging sites used by this species were sma
compared to the control sites (Table 2). There were
more stems (live and dead; under or above 1-m hei
around the foraging site compared to the control s
(MANOVA, overall F2,47 = 5.68,P < 0.01 for nature
of the stems;F2,47 = 24.28,P < 0.001 for the distri-
bution of the stems). The litter used to forage ha
greater proportion of medium-size dead leaves an
greater proportion of bare soil around the feeding
(Table 2).

In the foraging sites used by the Coquerel’s co
in logged gallery forest, broad-scale variables diffe
only for the canopy height, which was smaller th
that of the control sites (Table 2). At fine scale, this
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Table 1
Effects of selective logging on the microhabitat structure in the gallery forest in Kirindy

Unlogged forest Logged forest

Broad scale
Understorey tree size (m) 6.69±0.88 6.91± 0.83 X2 = 1.20
Understorey tree dispersion (m) 2.74±0.65 3.01± 0.74 X2 = 1.0
Overstorey tree size (m) 20.07±7.90 21.55± 7.51 X2 = 0.68
Overstorey tree dispersion (m) 4.14±1.80 3.97± 1.08 X2 = 0.02
Ht of canopy (m) 19.06±4.24 18.41± 4.21 X2 = 0.97
Canopy cover (%) 84.4±16.1 84.0± 8.66 X2 = 7.25**

Fine scale
Number of live stems (/2 m2) 6.04±4.72 6.96± 5.19 F1,48 = 5.26*

Number of dead stems (/2 m2) 2.00±3.85 1.72± 1.86 F1,48 = 3.52
Number of stems under 1-m height (/2 m2) 5.76±3.99 6.68± 4.36 F1,48 = 5.52*

Number of stems above 1-m height (/2 m2) 2.28±2.35 2.00± 2.22 F1,48 = 2.14

Depth litter (cm) 2.00±0.53 2.13± 0.68 X2 = 0.01
% of SDL 94.40±6.51 84.0± 20.21 X2 = 6.29*

% of MDL 5.60±6.50 10.80± 12.56 X2 = 3.02
% of BDL 0 5.20± 1.58 X2 = 0.57
% of bare soil 4.00±10.40 10.00± 14.72 X2 = 5.16*

% of stem cover on the ground 21.6±14.05 26.0± 19.6 X2 = 4.24*

Number of lianas (/4 m2) 0.44±0.51 0.60± 0.76 X2 = 9.78**

X2 = Kruskal–Wallis test.F = ranked MANOVA.
** P < 0.01; * P < 0.05.

Table 2
Comparison of the microhabitats used by the two couas and the microhabitats randomly chosen, in logged and unlogged forest. SeeTable 1for
statistical analysis

Microhabitat variables
Coua coquereli Coua gigas

unlogged logged unlogged logged

Broad scale
Understorey tree size 1.33 ns 1.40 ns 0.003 ns 0.018 ns
Understorey tree dispersion 2.15 ns 2.75 ns 2.32 ns 1.20 ns
Overstorey tree size 8.31** 0.76 ns 0.26 ns 0.36 ns
Overstorey tree dispersion 5.56* 1.36 ns 0.01 ns 0.01 ns
Canopy height 17.44*** 6.23∗ 0.20 ns 6.88**

Canopy cover 14.23*** 0.29 ns 6.67** 1.89 ns

Fine scale
Number of Live stems 7.56** 9.08** 17.10*** 6.90*

Number of dead stems 5.20* 6.56* 0.43 ns 0.32 ns
Number of stems under 1 m height 6.22** 4.70* 14.16*** 1.38 ns
Number of stems above 1-m height 26.77*** 25.89*** 2.62 ns 7.18*

Depth of the litter 0.95 ns 3.24 ns 0.28 ns 0.29 ns
Small dead leaves on the ground 11.54*** 0.27 ns 3.31 ns 0.89 ns
Medium dead leaves on the ground 9.98** 0.01 ns 3.16 ns 0.05 ns
Proportion of bare soil 21.82*** 18.71*** 1.94 ns 3.70 ns
Stem cover on the ground 0.11 ns 2.79 ns 5.17* 1.63 ns
Number of lianas 0.52 ns 14.07*** 6.22* 0.22 ns

ns: not significant.
* P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01;*** P < 0.001.
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Fig. 3. Comparisons of the values of differentmicrohabitat variables used by the Coquerel’s Coua in unlogged gallery forest (black) and
logged gallery forest (white) in Kirindy. Standard deviations are indicated in each habitat.
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species foraged in the sites with more stems than
trol sites (MANOVA, overallF2,47 = 5.81, P < 0.01
for the nature of the stems;F2,47 = 14.57,P < 0.001
for the distribution of the stems). The foraging sit
had a smaller proportion of bare soil. Lianas were a
more abundant in the microhabitats, where this spe
foraged (Table 2).

In the unlogged gallery forest, the giant coua u
microhabitats, with no difference on the broad-sc
variables, except for the canopy cover, which w
smaller than that of the control sites (Table 2, see also
Table 1and Fig. 4). At fine scale, this species use
sites with few live stems compared to the control s
(MANOVA, overall F2,47 = 9.44, P < 0.001 for the
nature of the stems) and also with few stems un
1-m height compared to the control sites (MANOV
overallF2,47 = 7.48,P < 0.01 for the distribution of
the stems). The foraging sites were also character
by few stems on the ground and by few lianas co
pared to the control sites (Table 2).
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d
Fig. 4. Comparisons of the values of differentmicrohabitat variables used by the Giant Couain unlogged gallery forest (black) and in logge
gallery forest (white) in Kirindy. Standard deviations are indicated in each habitat.
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In the logged gallery forest, the foraging sites us
by the giant coua were also characterised by a hig
canopy than that of the controls sites (Table 2). The
other broad-scale variables did not differ betwe
feeding sites and the control sites. At fine scale, the
ant coua foraged at sites with more live stems than
control sites (MANOVA, overallF2,47 = 3.50, P <

0.01 for the nature of the stems) and with more ste
above 1-m height than the controls sites (MANOV
overallF2,47 = 3.72,P < 0.001 for the distribution of
the stems).
3.3. Comparison of habitat

The Coquerel’s coua selected feeding sites w
greater overstorey tree dispersion, but smaller o
storey tree size in the logged forest compared to
unlogged forest (Table 3andFig. 3). In both unlogged
and logged forest, feeding sites did not differ for t
nature and for the repartition of the stems (MANOV
overall F2,47 = 1.73, P > 0.05 for the nature of the
stems;F2,47 = 0.27, P > 0.05 for the distribution of
the stems). The Coquerel’s coua did not use forag
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Table 3
Comparison of the microhabitats used by each coua species i
disturbed and the undisturbed gallery forest. SeeTable 1for statisti-
cal analysis

Microhabitat variables Coua coquereli Coua giga

Broad scale
Understorey tree size 4.00 ns 1.50 ns
Understorey tree dispersion 2.09 ns 2.59 ns
Overstorey tree size 8.88** 3.80 ns
Overstorey tree dispersion 10.20** 0.10 ns
Canopy height 1.23 ns 1.14 ns
Canopy cover 7.99** 8.38*

Fine scale
Number of Live stems 0.31 ns 44.71***

Number of dead stems 2.89 ns 0.62 ns
Number of stems under 1-m height 0.38 ns 30.71***

Number of stems above 1-m height 0.01 ns 12.59***

Depth of the litter 1.18 ns 1.12 ns
Small dead leaves on the ground 3.46 ns 0.18 ns
Medium dead leaves on the ground 2.95 ns 0.13 ns
Proportion of bare soil Not calculated 0.90 ns
Stem cover on the ground 1.03 ns 8.78**

Number of lianas 11.36*** 4.14*

ns: not significant.
* P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01;*** P < 0.001.

sites with bare soil in the logged forest. The forag
sites used by this species in the two habitats diffe
also by the canopy cover, which was greater in
logged forest (Fig. 3). At last, the Coquerel’s Cou
used foraging sites with more lianas around compa
to the sites used in the unlogged forest (Fig. 3).

Giant coua used microhabitats in the logged for
with a greater canopy cover (Table 3andFig. 4). At
fine scale, the foraging sites used in the logged fo
differed by a greater density of live stems (MANOVA
overallF2,47 = 22.23,P < 0.001) and a greater den
sity of stems under 1-m height and above 1-m he
(F2,47 = 15.09, P < 0.001). Lianas were also mor
abundant in the foraging sites of the logged forest.

4. Discussion

4.1. Effect of vegetation structure on the microhab

The heterogeneity depends of the scale at wh
the habitat is studied. Many abiotic factors, as climate
and the nature of the soil[29,47,48], could explain the
differences between the two habitats (logged and
logged forests), which influenced the vegetation co
position and probably the habitat structure. The
forest was characterised by a lack of homogeneit
small scale, which can be important in terms of d
tribution of the food availability in the home range
different individuals of a given species[7,31].

I obtained some results significantly different fro
those obtained by other habitat structure studies c
ducted by Hawkins in Kirindy in 1993[44]. Hawkins
did not compare microhabitats used between log
and unlogged forests in Kirindy, because this k
of studies was not based on before-and-after c
trols. I agree with him about the conclusions dra
by Ganzhorn’s study[7] from the study of differen
parcels far from each other in this forest. Howev
I tried to study the logging effects by working in tw
contiguous parcels: the parcel CS7 (the gallery fo
parcel close to the camp and left unlogged accordin
the CFPF annual reports) and the contiguous one
(logged in 1980). At last, I avoided to study microha
itat variables in the forest on shallow calcareous
described by Hawkins[44] encountered in the parc
CS7 and which was really different from the contig
ous gallery forest.

At broad scale, my results indicated little variati
for microhabitat variables between the logged and
unlogged areas, except the canopy cover, which
smaller in the logged forest, as described by Hawk
[44]. These results can be explained by the natur
selective logging, which altered vegetation struct
only locally, although it is not excluded that I me
sured microhabitat sites in the remaining unlogged
est, far from the site of logging. Severe logging wou
have effects at broad scale as modified overstorey
size, and there is a strong presumption toward an e
on tree dispersion by increasing it[39,44].

At fine scale, my results were similar to those o
tained by Hawkins, particularly about the density
stems. It is usually accepted than a disturbed dry fo
can recover only after several decades[3,49]. Previous
work indicated that density of live stems was increa
by logging[50] and it is possible that there is alwa
a positive effect on the growth of the live stems sin
the time of the logging of parcel CS6. The fact th
the size of the dead leaves differed between log
and unlogged habitats could indicate a difference
the flora and the vegetation.
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Logging was considered as not disturbing in Kir
dy (at least at the human scale), and probably alte
vegetation only locally. In this case, there would
no difference (at the microhabitat scale) between s
randomly measured in ‘logged’ and ‘unlogged’ are
If it was impossible to use a before-and-after con
and a follow along many years, a better compari
would be if microhabitat variables were measured
selected places near the logging sites (with evide
as stumps) and compared to sites randomly chose

In addition, I realized my measures 19 years a
the logging, a time important enough for the vege
tion to have grown in the logged sites and mas
many differences between the habitat structure and
unlogged forest. I suggest that vegetation dynamic
explain the important difference between our two st
ies since Hawkins realised his. The natural variabi
was increased enough during the six years sep
ing our two studies, but more studies incorporat
other microhabitat variables, will have to be realis
for more conclusions about these differences an
explore better the aspects of habitat selection by ter
trial insectivorous birds, allowing to understand wh
are the effects of forest management.

4.2. Criteria for habitat selection

In the unlogged gallery forest, at broad scale,
Coquerel’s coua selected its foraging sites at br
scale on the base of the overstorey trees size and
persion, with a canopy cover and a canopy he
smaller than in the control sites. These habitat se
tion factors could be related to aerial-predator esc
behaviour. Actually, the Coquerel’s couas select ha
tats wherefrom the raptor’s threat can be more ea
anticipated, and where thesepredators have difficulty
in flying through. I did not observed a direct attack
raptors against the Coquerel’s coua, but I recorded
species’ fear when raptors flied around it. In additi
a smaller canopy cover could assure a habitat mor
minous, making the preys easier to see and captur

At fine scale, the two main criteria used by the C
querel’s coua to select its foraging sites were the s
distribution and their nature: this species searched f
sites with more live stems and stems under 1-m hei
This can be partly explained by the fact this spec
fed much on caterpillars, which are found mainly
leaves. Caterpillars were interesting prey, because
-

did not escape quickly, they were easily and rapi
captured, and they provided more energy than sm
prey. Coquerel’s coua was also fond of the sweet se
tion produced by the larvae ofPhromnia rosea(Flati-
dae), a heteroptera living only on a vineElachyptera
minimiflora [31]. I saw mainly vines in disturbe
places, and loggingcould increase the density of the
too. Probably this particular vine was more abund
in these disturbed places. Shrub density could a
contribute to provide a protection against predat
during the foraging events for this species.

Another criterion used to forage was the litter stru
ture: the Coquerel’s coua forage on the ground wit
great proportion of medium-sized dead leaves, wh
can be used by arthropods to be hidden, particul
when the dead leaves are rolled up. I observed
ten couas foraging by turning down the dead lea
and capturing the prey. Small dead leaves could no
used as much efficiently as larger ones by arthrop
to be hidden. In addition, greater proportion of ba
soil makes capture of arthropods easier when they
to escape, making them more visible and providing
other place to be dissimulated.

I mapped the territory of the Coquerel’s coua a
the giant coua in the unlogged gallery forest[51]. The
Coquerel’s coua was never recorded in a 1-ha are
the unlogged forest, where there was no underst
vegetation, but where the giant coua was often
countered. This area was probably not favourable
foraging, and in addition did not provide a protecti
against predators for the Coquerel’s coua. This spe
experimented a neophoby to explore this non-suita
habitat.

The giant coua selected foraging sites at broad s
on the base of understorey tree dispersion (gre
than the control sites) and canopy cover (smaller t
the control sites). As for the Coquerel’s coua, sm
canopy cover could assure an environment more lu
nous. I did not record any attack of raptors against
species, which did not seem scared whenever wh
raptor flew around it.

At fine scale, the giant coua selected its forag
sites with low shrub density, probably because t
species, twice bigger than the Coquerel’s coua, c
not move easily in dense shrubs.

The density of shrubs appeared as an important
terion to choosing foraging sites. This suggests
criterion could help to prevent the competition for fo
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between the two couas species in the unlogged fo
in Kirindy, but a study of the diet of each coua spec
would be necessary to considerate this hypothesis

4.3. Scale of habitat selection for the couas

The two coua species selected their foraging s
at the different scales. There is an advantage in
[21]. At fine scale, on the base of information such
shrubs density and/or structure of the litter, couas
chose a location to make a single foraging event
broad scale, the area chosen presumably provide
formation about the possibility to forage successfully
over a large number of foraging events[21].

In the logged forest, both coua species did not
lect the foraging sites at broad scale, because the ha
tat structure is like this searched by the Coquer
coua.

VanderWerf [21] studied ‘Elepaio’ (Chasiempis
sandwichensis) and investigated an intermediate sc
I did not realise in my study. He found no habitat s
lection at broad scale, but ‘Elepaio’ is a small flying
bird. Couas, because of their large size and ability
cover rapidly their territory, can use this scale to
more foraging opportunities in a short time.

4.4. Comparison of habitat selection between
habitats

Comparison of patterns of selection between
logged and logged forests allowed determining if
couas are restricted in their use of disturbed area
the unlogged forest, Coquerel’s coua was selectiv
broad scale for overstorey tree size smaller and o
storey tree dispersion greater. These sites appe
uncommon in the unlogged forest. Logging increa
their availability and consequently the Coquerel’s co
no longer selected the foraging sites based on br
scale selection in this logged habitat. However, th
increases in the availability due to logging did not a
pear in my results comparing the habitat structure
tween unlogged and logged forest. This could indic
that the Coquerel’s coua was more selective towa
the same foraging sites in the unlogged forest, res
ing in an apparent increase in their use.

At fine scale, the Coquerel’s coua selected forag
sites with more stems around. These sites were
common in the unlogged forest, but their availabil
increased after logging, making an easier selection
this species. In addition, the Coquerel’s coua took
vantage of the increase of lianas to capture more pr
as Flatidae. As the size of dead leaves varied betw
habitats, the Coquerel’s coua no longer used this v
able to select its foraging sites.

At broad scale, the giant coua selected for gr
canopy cover, which was the most restricting variab
particularly in logged forest. At fine scale, this spec
selected foraging sites with few stems around and
lianas. In logged forest, this species would avoid
unfavourable foraging sites with more stems arou
However, it used these foraging sites. This sugg
that they could use them to capture preys differ
from those found in the unlogged forest. Live ste
could harbour a greater supply of large prey, as ca
pillars, which were abundant in some places. In log
area, at the scale of the birds, there are few microh
itats to forage efficiently, because of the increase
shrub density, increasing also the difficulty to move
this habitat. However, the high density of live ste
compensated these difficulties, because the giant
could find more preys on them. This hypothesis co
be true, because I followed an individual in the logg
area, which came back several times at the same p
(probably because of the limitation of favourable mi-
crohabitats to forage efficiently), to capture each tim
a great quantity of caterpillars. Others large preys
this species, like chameleons and orthopteras, c
also be found more often at these places, because
preys are often encountered on shrubs near the gro

4.5. Implications for conservation

Different closely related species can respond
ferently to forest management and this result can
used in a conservation perspective. The Coque
coua could be favoured by the increase of optim
foraging sites by logging. Giant coua is sensitive
selective logging, even if it was supposed to have
important effect on vegetation structure. This prac
reduces the availability of favourable foraging sites
the giant coua. Even if the plasticity of this spec
allowed it to be adapted to the new environment
exploiting the new foraging sites, the limitation can
manifested by larger territory sizes or lower popu
tion density[21].

In a previous work, I studied the density of ea
species in the gallery forest in Kirindy[43]. My results
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were compatible with this hypothesis. The Coquer
coua was nearly twice more abundant in the log
gallery forest (24.2 ind/km2 vs 13.3 ind/km2 in the un-
logged forest), but the giant coua was less abunda
the logged forest (3.7 ind/km2 vs 5.6 ind/km2 in the
unlogged forest).

Hawkins[39,52] studied the microhabitat used b
the endangered white-breasted mesiteMesitornis var-
iegata [53]. He found that this bird foraged in m
crohabitat with dense shrubs above 1 m, but shr
under 1 m, as for the Coquerel’s coua, which selec
foraging sites with dense shrub layer. Hawkins s
gested that these sites would have been preferred
cause their denser structure facilitated searching
capturing preys, because they harboured more pr
and/or because they provided more cover from pre
tors. This conclusion could be applied to the C
querel’s coua, which uses the same microhabitat t
the mesite. In addition, the densities of both spec
varied in the same way in each habitat[43,44]. This
suggests that the Coquerel’s coua could be used a
umbrella species to manage the habitat for the wh
breasted mesite. The Coquerel’s coua is a consp
ous, more often seen bird than the discreet Mesite
this sense, the Coquerel’s coua could be used as
tool for habitat management, because the manageme
of this species (e.g., observations, census) would
easier than for mesite and habitat management for th
coua would benefit to the mesite.

5. Conclusion

Foraging site selection in couas is based on a
versity of microhabitat variables (e.g. tree size a
dispersion, density of shrubs, structure of the litte
which can be linked to the diversity of techniques a
substrates used by these birds to forage (Chout
unpublished manuscript). Limitations in the use of m
crohabitats can also appear in other forms, such
difference in time and energy budgets in disturb
habitat[21].

Other kinds of sites within microhabitats, such
nesting places, or singing sites[24], used in associa
tion with the foraging sites, would have given mo
information about the ecological requirement for t
couas. But data about nests were scarce, becau
the high rate of nest predation, which prevents id
-

,

,

f

tifying the best nesting place where predation w
avoided[51].

At last, it would be necessary to study the diet
both species and the foraging techniques they us
each habitat.
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Annexe A. Variables used to describe the
microhabitat structure

‘Broad-scale’ variables

Overstory tree size:average diameter (cm) of the fo
nearest overstorey trees (> 10 cm DBH) around
the site.

Overstory tree dispersion:average distance (m) of th
four nearest overstorey trees around the site.

Understory tree size:average diameter (cm) of th
four nearest understorey trees (5–10 cm DB
around thesite.

Understorey tree dispersion:average distance (m) o
the four nearest understorey trees around the s

Canopy height:height (m) of the canopy over the sit
Canopy cover:average measure of the canopy co

(%) at four directions over the site measured w
an angle of 60◦.
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‘Fine-scale’ variables

0L, 0.5L, 1.0L, 1.5L, 2.0L:number of live woody stem
and branches, within a 2-m2 circle around the feed
ing site at ground level and at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, a
2.0 m above the ground.

0D, 0.5D, 1.0D, 1.5D, 2.0D:number of dead wood
stems and branches, within 2-m2 circle around the
feeding site at ground level and at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,
2.0 m above the ground.

From these measures, I calculated four new variab
– total number of live stems and branches ab

the ground;
– total number of dead stems and branches ab

the ground;
– total number of stems and branches (dead

live) from the ground to 1.0-m height;
– total number of stems and branches (dead

live) above 1.0-m height.
Litter depth:mean of four samples of litter laye

depth, one in each quarter around feeding site.
Small dead leaves:percentage cover of small dea

leaves (< 5 cm) on forest floor in a 2-m2 circle
around the feeding site.

Medium dead leaves:percentage cover of mediu
dead leaves (5–10 cm) on the forest floor in a 2-2

circle around the feeding site.
Large dead leaves:percentage cover of large de

leaves (> 10 cm) on the forest floor in a 2-m2 cir-
cle around the feeding site.

Bare soil: total percentage of exposed litter in a 2-m2

circle around the feeding site.
Stem cover on the ground:total percentage of dea

stems and branches on the forest floor in a 22

circle around the site.
Lianas and vines:number of lianas and vines withi

4 m2 around the site, until 2-m height.
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